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for one who knows not that these
battle for liberty and continued existence
same European Allies are battling even to death that the United States may
become the first nation of the universe for one who knows not that England
and France love the United States far more than any sodden-brained Hy;

;

phenate ever has, or ever will love her.

The

administration of the adequate

and proper words of scorn to the cringing Hyphenate, haled suddenly before
James Beck's "Court of Universal Public Opinion," I leave to the able editor
of the New York Times who has had vastly more practice in writing about
Hyphenates than has this writer, and Patriot.

BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTES.
Protest Against the Cruel War; or, Prop.kganda to Cre.\te a Strong
Public Opinion Against the War. Published by the author, Peter
filo Schitlte, Box 43, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Pamphlet, 20 cents, postpaid.

life.

This work treats the war and peace problems from the monistic view of
The work is a poignant denunciation of the great war. The author

war means only the continuation of the
and destruction, and that no matter what the outcome of the
war the result cannot be lasting. The author declares that permanent peace
in the future is attainable only by the formation of a combination of the United
States and the chief nations of Europe and tlie establishment of an international court.
Significant are the articles, "Do the People Want War?,"
"Facts and Figures about World-Life," and "Monistic Ideals." If a person
states conclusions that the people like lie will receive support and a blind following; but if a person states the hard facts he is likely to receive abuse. The
author emphasizes that it is necessary to face the facts and to work accordingly
states that the continuation of the

killing, suffering

to avoid world-perils like the present great war.
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we

are not responsible for opinions ex-

further, that
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not agree with their statements.
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For

instance in publishing the advertisement of the National Association of the

Universal Religion
the other

we do

not intend to defend the practice of bigamy, nor on

hand do we wish

to suppress the

announcement of Mr. Kheiralla's

"an effective reply to the attacks of Robert P.
Richardson" which appeared in T]ic 0[^eii Court of August 1915 and Novem-

book, especially as

it

offers

we had asked the head of the
His Excellency Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, to refute Mr.
Richardson's criticism, and now see incidentally that such a reply is made
public in 'Sir. Kheiralla's book.
All direct replies which we received from
Bahaists, including Mr. Kheiralla himself, have been given publicity in the
columns of The Open Court from time to time.
At the time

ber 1916.
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of their appearance
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frontispiece represents the wandership of Captain

type of Flying Dutchman.

The gruesome

Dahul which

story of this bloodthirsty pirate

is

a

was

by Mr. Wilbur Bassett in the January number where it was accompanied
by copious notes of the folklore of this tale, including also reference to the
Wandering few legend.
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